Stacking faults as quantum wells in nanowires: Density of states, oscillator strength, and radiative efficiency
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We investigate the nature of excitons bound to $I_1$ basal-plane stacking faults [$I_1$(X)] in GaN nanowire ensembles by continuous-wave and time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy. Based on the linear increase of the radiative lifetime of these excitons with temperature, they are demonstrated to exhibit a two-dimensional density of states, i.e., a basal-plane stacking fault acts as a quantum well. From the slope of the linear increase, we determine the oscillator strength of the $(I_1,X)$ and show that the value obtained reflects the presence of large internal electrostatic fields across the stacking fault. While the recombination of donor-bound and free excitons in the GaN nanowire ensemble is dominated by nonradiative phenomena already at 10 K, we observe that the $(I_1,X)$ recombines purely radiatively up to 60 K. This finding provides important insight into the nonradiative recombination processes in GaN nanowires. First, the radiative lifetime of about 6 ns measured at 60 K sets an upper limit for the surface recombination velocity of 210 cm s$^{-1}$ considering the nanowires mean diameter of 50 nm. Second, the density of nonradiative centers responsible for the fast decay of donor-bound and free excitons cannot be higher than $6 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$. As a consequence, the nonradiative decay of donor-bound excitons in these GaN nanowire ensembles has to occur indirectly via the free exciton state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One remarkable property of III-V semiconductor nanowires is their ability to adopt both the wurtzite or zinc-blende crystal structure [1]. This fact has opened the possibility to realize crystal-phase quantum structures, i.e., heterostructures in which confinement is achieved by alteration of the crystal structure of a given semiconductor [2–5]. The major attractions of crystal-phase quantum structures are the absence of strain and alloy disorder as well as the atomically abrupt interfaces between the constituent crystal phases [4,6], i.e., they are expected to possess an exceptionally high structural perfection. In fact, very narrow linewidths have been reported for the characteristic emission lines observed for these structures [4,7–9]. Consequently, crystal-phase quantum structures have been promoted as candidates for optoelectronic applications such as lasers or single-photon emitters [4,10,11]. Recent progress in the understanding of growth mechanisms has made it possible to grow nanowires with controlled crystal-phase superlattices [2,3] or nanowires with only a few crystal-phase quantum disks [4,12,13].

The prototypic crystal-phase quantum structure in a wurtzite crystal is the intrinsic $I_1$ basal-plane stacking fault (BSF). It has been proposed that the $I_1$ BSF may be considered to represent a three monolayer thick zinc-blende quantum well (QW) in a wurtzite matrix [14]. This assertion was supported theoretically by the ab initio calculations in Ref. [15]. A recent experimental report by Korona et al. [16] also suggested that $I_1$ BSFs in GaN can be considered as QWs. However, little is known about the nature of the excitons confined in these QWs. In particular, a quantitative knowledge of their oscillator strength and radiative efficiency would be essential for a qualified assessment of the actual potential of crystal-phase quantum structures for optoelectronic applications.

In this work, we investigate the dynamics of excitons bound to $I_1$ BSFs in GaN nanowire ensembles [$I_1$(X)]. Based on the evolution of their radiative lifetime with temperature, we show unambiguously that the $(I_1,X)$ exhibit a two-dimensional density of states, and we determine their oscillator strength. Their decay is purely radiative up to 60 K, allowing us to estimate the maximum surface recombination velocity of the nanowires $M$-plane sidewalls as well as the maximum density of nonradiative centers in the nanowires. For higher temperatures, the radiative efficiency of the $(I_1,X)$ decreases as a result of their thermal escape from the BSFs.

II. EXPERIMENT

The GaN nanowire ensemble studied here is formed spontaneously during plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy on a Si(111) substrate [17–19]. The nanowires are on the average 2 μm long and exhibit a mean diameter of 50 nm. The sample was prepared at high substrate temperature (875 °C) and a Ga/N flux ratio higher than one to compensate for the high Ga desorption rate at this temperature [20]. As a result of these conditions, we observe melt-back etching of the Si substrate arising from the formation of a Ga-Si eutectic alloy [21]. Photoluminescence (PL) experiments revealed that the melt-back etching of the Si substrate during the formation of the GaN nanowire ensemble leads to both unintentional Si doping and the formation of a high density of BSFs [21]. The latter phenomenon is rarely observed in GaN nanowires prepared using conventional growth conditions, i.e., substrate temperatures $\leq 820$ °C and Ga/N flux ratios well below one [17,22]. More details about the substrate preparation and the specific growth conditions can be found elsewhere [21].
The present sample was chosen for its narrow near-band-edge and strong BSF emission at 10 K, both of which are characteristics for GaN nanowire ensembles grown above 850 °C [21]. However, the conclusions drawn in this article have been verified for several samples with very different morphologies and BSF densities (see Appendix B).

Continuous-wave (cw) PL experiments were carried out with a HeCd laser for excitation ($\lambda = 325$ nm). The laser beam with a power of less than 150 nW was focused onto the sample surface to a 1 µm diameter spot using a microscope objective with a numerical aperture of 0.65. The emitted light was collected using the same objective and then directed to a monochromator (focal length 80 cm, 600 lines per mm grating) followed by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. Time-resolved (TR) PL spectroscopy was performed using the second harmonic ($\lambda = 325$ nm) of fs pulses obtained from an optical parametric oscillator pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser with a repetition rate of 76 MHz. We used an energy fluence per pulse of 1 µJ cm$^{-2}$. The emitted light was dispersed using a monochromator with a 22 cm focal length and a 1800 lines per mm grating. The dispersed light was then directed to a streak camera that can be operated either in synchroscan or in single sweep mode. For both cw and TR PL, the samples were mounted on a coldfinger cryostat whose temperature $T$ was varied between 10 and 300 K. For the TR PL experiments, one expects a significant deviation between the lattice temperature and the effective temperature of the exciton gas. Consequently, throughout this paper, the temperature specified for TR PL experiments is the effective carrier temperature, which we extract from the PL spectra as detailed in Ref. [22]. Cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CL) was performed in a scanning electron microscope with the acceleration voltage and probe current set to 3 kV and 500 pA, respectively. The emitted light was collected with a parabolic mirror, dispersed by a monochromator (focal length 30 cm, 1200 lines per mm grating) and detected by a photomultiplier.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Temperature-dependent spectra of the stacking-fault exciton

Figure 1 shows the PL spectra of the GaN nanowire ensemble under investigation at temperatures between 10 and 300 K. At 10 K, the spectrum is dominated by a strong line at 3.472 eV that originates from the recombination of A excitons bound to neutral donors ($I_{D0},X_A$). We attribute the weaker line at 3.476 eV to the emission from donor-bound B excitons ($I_{D0},X_B$). The emission from free A excitons ($I_{D0},X_A$) and free B excitons ($I_{D0},X_B$) are also resolved at 3.4785 and 3.484 eV, respectively. In this paper, we are not interested in the detailed interplay between ($I_{D0},X_A$) and ($I_{D0},X_B$). Therefore, in the following, the emission intensity spectrally integrated over the ($I_{D0},X_A$) and ($I_{D0},X_B$) lines is simply denoted as ($I_{D0},X$).

Similarly, from now on the emission integrated over the $X_A$ and $X_B$ lines is labeled FX. On the low energy side of the ($I_{D0},X$) emission, we observe two bands centered at 3.452 and 3.458 eV labeled UX1 and UX2, respectively [23]. The origin of these bands has not been established beyond doubt, but we believe them to be related to the nanowire surface [22,24]. Note that these transitions are superimposed onto those associated with the two-electron satellites of the ($D^0,X$) transitions from the core of the nanowires [22]. Finally, the broadband centered at 3.410 eV arises from the radiative decay of the ($I_{I1},X$) [8,25–27]. We attribute the slight deviation of the ($I_{I1},X$) transition energy from values reported for GaN layers [25–27] to variations in the local stacking fault density [28] and in the magnitude of the built-in electric fields along the $c$ axis [8,28].

Low-temperature CL maps taken at the ($D^0,X$) and ($I_{I1},X$) emission energies are displayed in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The ($D^0,X$) transition is found to be much stronger in the top 1 µm of the nanowires than in their bottom 1 µm [Fig. 2(a)]. We tentatively attribute this finding to a larger donor concentration in the bottom segments, inducing radial electric fields of a magnitude sufficient to ionize excitons. In agreement with this interpretation, the transitions from the ($I_{I1},X$) at 10 K and the free exciton at 300 K are observed only for the top segments of the nanowires. We emphasize that the intensities of the ($D^0,X$) and ($I_{I1},X$) transitions are not spatially anticorrelated [Fig. 2(d)]. A similar observation was made for layers with a BSF density on the order of 10$^4$ cm$^{-1}$ [27], a density that would correspond to the presence of only a few BSFs per nanowire. The absence of a spatial anticorrelation between the ($I_{I1},X$) and the ($D^0,X$) lines arises from the fact that the characteristic times for the radiative decay of the FX and its capture by the BSFs are on the same order, in agreement with the results of Ref. [29]. We also do
not observe an anticorrelation between the intensities of the \((I_1,X)\) transition at 10 K and of the FX transition at 300 K [cf. Figs. 2(b)–2(d)]. Since the diffusion length in GaN is much shorter than the nanowire length \([30,31]\), this observation indicates that BSFs in nanowires do not open an efficient nonradiative recombination channel. Note that the intensity of the FX band at 300 K follows that of the \((D^0,X)\) transition and \((I_1,X)\) transitions at 10 K and of the FX line at 300 K along the nanowire highlighted by the yellow rectangle in (b).

With increasing temperature, the dissociation of the \((D^0,X)\) leads to the quenching of the corresponding transition to the benefit of the FX line (Fig. 1). Between 10 and 300 K, the FX transition redshifts, following a temperature dependence well described by the expression derived by P¨assler \([32]\) with the parameters recommended for GaN(0001) layers as shown in Fig. 3(a), In contrast to the FX transition, the energy of the \((I_1,X)\) band follows a half S-shaped temperature dependence: it blueshifts between 10 and 60 K and redshifts for larger \(T\). This behavior reflects exciton localization along the BSF plane \([25,27]\). Since BSFs are free of strain and alloy disorder and exhibit abrupt interfaces, intra-BSF localization has been attributed previously to the presence of neutral donors in the vicinity of the BSF plane \([9,27]\). For \(T > 60 \text{ K}\), the \((I_1,X)\) and FX transitions redshift and exhibit an energy difference of \(\Delta E = 54 \text{ meV}\).

Figure 3(b) shows the temperature dependence of the PL intensities of the \((I_1,X)\) transition and of the sum of the intensities of the \((D^0,X)\) and FX transitions, obtained from a deconvolution of the spectra shown in Fig. 1. The latter decreases following a \(T^{-3/2}\) dependence, demonstrating (i) that the dynamics of the FX and the \((D^0,X)\) are dominated by nonradiative recombination already at cryogenic \(T\), and (ii) that the decay rate of this nonradiative recombination channel is essentially constant over the whole temperature range since the radiative decay rate of the FX decreases with \(T^{3/2}\) \([33]\). In contrast, the intensity of the \((I_1,X)\) transition remains constant between 10 and 60 K and quenches for larger \(T\) following an Arrhenius behavior with an activation energy \(E_a = 54 \pm 3 \text{ meV}\)\. This value is equal to the energy difference \(\Delta E\) determined from the data shown in Fig. 3(a), and we therefore attribute the quenching of the \((I_1,X)\) emission at...
For nonpolar GaN layers [25], the delocalization of \((I_1, X)\) between 10 and 50 K is accompanied by the activation of a nonradiative recombination channel. This channel has been ascribed to the capture of \((I_1, X)\) by the nonradiative partial dislocations, which close the BSF plane [26,35]. Since BSFs in nanowires extend across the whole nanowire section [3,5], this additional nonradiative process is not observed in our sample [cf. Fig. 3(b)].

The constant \((I_1, X)\) emission intensity between 10 and 60 K may reflect two distinct scenarios. The first obvious explanation for this observation is that the \((I_1, X)\) decay is purely radiative over this temperature range. However, since the nonradiative lifetime of the FX and the \((D^0, X)\) is constant between 10 and 300 K, one could argue that it could also be constant for the \((I_1, X)\). Observing a constant \((I_1, X)\) emission intensity between 10 and 60 K would simply require the \((I_1, X)\) radiative lifetime to be constant as well, irrespective of the overall internal quantum efficiency of \((I_1, X)\). This second scenario would take place if the \((I_1, X)\) are localized between 10 and 60 K. The half S-shape dependence observed in Fig. 3(a) would then have to arise from the redistribution of excitons among these localized states. In the following, we carry out TR PL on our GaN nanowire ensemble focusing on the dynamics of the \((I_1, X)\) state to distinguish between the two scenarios discussed above.

### B. Density of states and oscillator strength of the stacking-fault exciton

PL transients recorded at 10 K of the FX, \((D^0, X)\), and \((I_1, X)\) transitions are shown in Fig. 4(a). While the FX emission intensity increases almost instantaneously, the \((D^0, X)\) emission intensity reaches its maximum after a delay of about 70 ps, which corresponds to the time required to capture excitons by neutral donors [22,36]. For longer time delays, the FX and \((D^0, X)\) transitions decay in parallel, indicating the thermalization of these two distributions of excitons [22,36]. The \((D^0, X)\) and FX transients are nearly exponential over the first 0.6 ns of the decay. They exhibit an effective exciton lifetime \(\tau_{\text{eff}}^X = 190\) ps, which is given by

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{\text{eff}}^X} = \frac{1}{\tau_r} + \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{nr}}},
\]

where \(\tau_r\) and \(\tau_{\text{nr}}\) are the exciton radiative and nonradiative lifetimes, respectively. In high-quality GaN layers, \(\tau_r\) for the \((D^0, X)\) state is at least 1 ns [37]. Therefore, the decay of the thermalized distribution of the FX and the \((D^0, X)\) in our GaN nanowires is certainly dominated by nonradiative phenomena [33]. After about 0.6 ns, the FX and \((D^0, X)\) transients deviate from a pure exponential behavior due to the coupling between these states and deeper states such as acceptor-bound excitons or the UX states [36].

Figure 4(a) shows that both the increase and the decay of the \((I_1, X)\) intensity are much slower than those measured for the \((D^0, X)\) intensity. First, the \((I_1, X)\) transition reaches its maximum intensity 125 ps after the \((D^0, X)\) line. The factor limiting the increase of the \((I_1, X)\) emission intensity is the transport of excitons from nanowire segments free of extended defects to the BSFs. This transport is inefficient as it takes place at low temperatures via the hopping of excitons from one donor to the next [29]. Second, the effective decay time for the \((I_1, X)\) recombination is \(\tau_{\text{eff}}^N = 1.6\) ns, a decay time significantly longer than that reported so far for BSFs in group-III-nitride layers [27,29,38–41]. Moreover, this decay time is almost ten times longer than \(\tau_{\text{FX}}^X\), which suggests that the \((I_1, X)\) are much less affected by nonradiative recombination than both the \((D^0, X)\) and FX.

In fact, Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) show that \(\tau_{\text{eff}}^{N, BSF}\) increases from 1.6 to 5.6 ns between 10 and 60 K, and decreases subsequently to 0.7 ns when \(T\) is increased further from 60 to 160 K. As detailed in Ref. [30], measuring simultaneously a constant emission intensity and an increase in \(\tau_{\text{eff}}^N\) demonstrates the dominance of radiative phenomena over nonradiative ones. In other words, between 5 and 60 K, \(\tau_{\text{eff}}^{N, BSF} \approx \tau_{\text{eff}}^N\). For larger \(T\), the thermal escape of charge carriers from the BSFs to the wurtzite matrix is activated [cf. Fig. 3(b)]. Considering that the density of states in the GaN wurtzite matrix is certainly...
much higher than in the BSFs, the dynamics of the \((I_1, X)\) is then governed by that of the FX [42]. Since the FX decay is mostly nonradiative already at 10 K, the thermal detrapping of excitons from BSFs for \(T > 60\) K is accompanied by a rapid decrease in \(\tau_{\text{eff}}\).

The ability to directly measure the increase of \(\tau_{\text{eff}}\) with \(T\) facilitates the investigation of fundamental electronic properties of BSFs. The radiative lifetime \(\tau_r\) for a localized exciton is proportional to the exciton coherence volume and therefore does not vary with \(T\) [43]. In contrast, the radiative lifetime of free excitons in the bulk (provided that the exciton scattering rates are faster than the exciton-photon coupling rate) or confined in a quantum well or quantum wire increases with \(T\) [44–46]. This increase results from the fact that for higher \(T\) excitons populate states that cannot couple to light. Using the results of Refs. [43–46], \(\tau_r\) is given by

\[
\tau_r = A T^{n/2},
\]

where \(0 \leq n \leq 3\) is the dimensionality of the system and \(A\) is a constant. For \(T > 20\) K, the increase in \(\tau_{\text{eff}}\) is linear \((n = 2)\), and we obtain \(A = 0.11\) ns K\(^{-1}\). Assuming \(n = 1\) or \(n = 3\) does not lead to an acceptable fit of the data [cf. Fig. 4(c)]. This finding shows conclusively that the density of states for free excitons confined to a BSF is two dimensional. Consequently, we experimentally confirm the proposal by Albrecht et al. [14] that a BSF forms a QW. We recall that we investigate here the emission properties of BSFs in nanowires with a mean diameter of 50 nm, which is about 15 times larger than the exciton Bohr radius [28]. When contained in planar heterostructures with the growth axis perpendicular to the BSF plane or in thinner nanowires, BSFs may lead to the formation of quantum structures with lower dimensionality such as quantum wires [47] or quantum dots [4].

The deviation of \(\tau_{\text{eff}}\) from a linear behavior for \(T < 20\) K signifies the presence of localization centers in the vicinity of the BSF plane. Assuming that the \((I_1, X)\) relaxes to localization centers with a density \(N_D\) within a BSF faster than it decays, we obtain [30,48]

\[
\tau_r = \frac{N_{\text{loc}} + N_{\text{fr}}}{N_{\text{loc}} \sqrt{\Gamma_{\text{loc}}} + N_{\text{fr}} \Gamma_{\text{fr}}},
\]

where \(N_{\text{loc}}\) and \(N_{\text{fr}}\) are the densities of localized and free \((I_1, X)\) states, respectively, with decay rates \(\Gamma_{\text{loc}}\) and \(\Gamma_{\text{fr}}\), respectively. We assume that at 10 K all \((I_1, X)\) are localized and exhibit a radiative lifetime of \(\tau_{\text{loc}} = 1.6\) ns [cf. Fig. 4(b)]. It follows directly from Eqs. (2) and (3) that \(\tau_{\text{eff}}\) is a constant for \(N_{\text{fr}} \ll N_{\text{loc}}\), but a linear function of \(T\) for \(N_{\text{fr}} \gg N_{\text{loc}}\). Interestingly, the slope \(A\) for the increase of \(\tau_{\text{eff}}\) with \(T\) is affected by the presence of potential fluctuations even when \(N_{\text{fr}} \gg N_{\text{loc}}\). Specifically, \(A\) is found to be inversely proportional to the density of localized states \(N_D\) for sufficiently high densities (see Appendix A for a derivation of this result):

\[
A = 2\gamma k_B \left( f_{\text{osc}} + \frac{\gamma \pi \hbar^2 N_D}{M \Gamma_{\text{loc}}} \right)^{-1},
\]

where \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant, \(f_{\text{osc}}\) the oscillator strength of the free \((I_1, X)\), \(N_D\) the areal density of localized states in the BSF, and \(M = 1.2 m_0\) the exciton translational mass. The coefficient \(\gamma\) is given by

\[
\gamma = \frac{3 m_0 c e_0 \sqrt{\epsilon}}{E_1 e^{2}},
\]

where \(c\) is the speed of light in vacuum, \(\epsilon = 9.5\) the relative permittivity of GaN, \(e\) the elementary charge, and \(E_1\) the exciton kinetic energy above which excitons cannot couple to light. In GaN, \(E_1\) is on the order of 0.1 meV [30].

The value of \(A\) measured for the \((I_1, X)\) state is much larger than for excitons in nonpolar \((\text{Al}, \text{Ga})\text{N}/\text{GaN} QWs\), for which \(A\) amounts to only a few ps K\(^{-1}\) [42,49]. This result confirms that crystal-phase quantum structures exhibit improved interfaces and reduced densities of localization centers as compared to planar heterostructures. In addition we can estimate an upper limit for the oscillator strength \(f_{\text{osc}} < 1.5 \times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^{-2}\) for \(N_D \rightarrow 0\) [Eq. (4)]. This value is more than one order of magnitude smaller than the value expected for free excitons in \((\text{Al}, \text{Ga})\text{N}/\text{GaN} QWs\) free of electrostatic fields [30]. However, this low \(f_{\text{osc}}\) measured for the \((I_1, X)\) should not be taken as an evidence of a type-II band alignment between wurtzite and zinc-blende GaN. As shown in Ref. [8], the emission energy of the \((I_1, X)\) is insensitive to the band alignment. Analogously, within the frame of the model described in Ref. [28], we obtain a low \(f_{\text{osc}}\) regardless of the band alignment. In fact, the low oscillator strength of the \((I_1, X)\) is caused mainly by the presence of built-in electric fields that spatially separate the electron and hole wave functions also for a type-I band alignment. These fields arise from the discontinuity of the spontaneous polarization field at the interface between zinc-blende and wurtzite GaN and can exhibit a magnitude of a few MV/cm [8,50].

As shown in Appendix B, we have obtained similar values for \(N_D\), \(f_{\text{osc}}\), and \(\tau_{\text{eff}}\) at 10 K for nanowire samples of very different diameter, coalescence degree, and BSF density. Our values differ from the results of Korona et al. [16], who have recently reported \(\tau_{\text{eff}} = 75\) ns at 10 K and \(A = 0.015\) ns K\(^{-1}\). However, while the BSFs in our nanowires are induced by a significant Si incorporation that lowers the BSF formation energy [21,51], the BSFs in Ref. [16] form upon the coalescence between adjacent nanowires. This coalescence between nanowires is additionally accompanied by the formation of a network of boundary dislocations [52], which are presumably nonradiative recombination centers. Therefore, the discrepancy between our results and those of Korona et al. [16] may stem from the presence of dislocations in the sample investigated in the latter work, inducing an additional nonradiative channel which in turn enhances the recombination rate at higher \(T\). We also stress that the intentionally coalesced nanowire ensemble studied by Korona et al. [16] is expected to contain a very high density of BSFs [the intensity of the \((I_1, X)\) transition in the spectra shown in Ref. [16] is orders of magnitude higher than that of any other transition]. For samples with such a high density of BSFs, adjacent BSFs couple electronically [25], which may lead to a variation in \(f_{\text{osc}}, \tau_{\text{eff}}\), and \(A\) with respect to the values obtained here for nanowire ensembles with isolated BSFs [28].

The crossover between dominantly radiative and nonradiative recombination occurs at 60 K for the sample under
investigation. At this temperature, the nonradiative lifetime \( \tau_{\text{nr}}^{\text{BSF}} \) of the \((I_1,X)\) is necessarily larger than \( \tau_{\text{eff}}^{\text{BSF}} \approx 6 \text{ ns} \). At the same time, the \((I_1,X)\) is delocalized at this temperature and is free to diffuse along the BSF plane. Since the nanowire diameter \( \phi \) is comparable to the diffusion length of the free exciton [31], the \((I_1,X)\) will probe the \( M \)-plane nanowire sidewall facets and recombine there nonradiatively via surface states if such states are present. If we assume that the quenching of the \((I_1,X)\) emission intensity arises exclusively from surface recombination, the surface recombination velocity is \( S = \phi/(4\tau_{\text{nr}}^{\text{BSF}}) < 210 \text{ cm s}^{-1} \), where \( \phi = 50 \text{ nm} \) is the mean nanowire diameter. This value of \( S \) is more than an order of magnitude smaller than what has been reported in Refs. [53,54] for GaN nanowires at 10 and 300 K, respectively. The surface recombination in GaN nanowires is thus either strongly temperature dependent, or the nonradiative recombination observed in Refs. [53,54] does not arise solely from the nanowire surface.

However, since the nonradiative lifetime of the \((I_1,X)\) has been found to be almost constant between 10 and 300 K [33], the nanowire surface is most probably not the main nonradiative decay channel for excitons in our GaN nanowires.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Using time-resolved PL experiments on GaN nanowire ensembles, we have shown that the density of states of excitons bound to \( I_1 \) BSFs is two dimensional. This finding demonstrates that BSFs may indeed be considered as quantum wells. The recombination of the \((I_1,X)\) is purely radiative up to 60 K. The effective lifetime measured for the \((I_1,X)\) at 60 K indicates that the recombination velocity in our GaN nanowires is smaller than 210 cm s\(^{-1}\). For larger \( T \), the \((I_1,X)\) escape thermally from the BSFs and recombine nonradiatively, leading to a decrease in effective decay time for the \((I_1,X)\) recombination.

The fast decay of the FX and the \((D^0,X)\) at 10 K in GaN nanowires is dominated by a nonradiative channel that is most likely opened by point defects [33,55]. To explain the fast decay of the majority of \((D^0,X)\) states, the density of nonradiative centers has to be higher than \( 5 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) [55]. However, the FX and \((D^0,X)\) states were found to efficiently couple in GaN nanowires even at low temperatures [cf. Fig. 4(a)], and the \((D^0,X)\) may consequently decay indirectly via the FX [33]. In this case, it is not in general possible to ascertain whether it is the \((D^0,X)\) or the FX state which is actually affected by the nonradiative recombination [33].

Using the BSFs as a probe, we are able to distinguish between these two scenarios. A density of nonradiative centers of \( 5 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) is inconsistent with the observation of a dominantly radiative recombination in BSFs. As we probe several hundreds of BSFs in our experiments, the majority of them are required to be free of these nonradiative centers. Hence the density of these centers must be at least significantly lower than the inverse volume experienced by an \((I_1,X)\). Since the extent of the \((I_1,X)\) wave function along the nanowire axis amounts to about 8 nm [28] and the radial one is equal to the nanowire radius of 25 nm, the density of nonradiative centers must be well below \( 6 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3} \). Evidently, this density is not compatible with the one required for the direct nonradiative decay of the \((D^0,X)\). If, however, the \((D^0,X)\) decays indirectly via the FX, even densities well below \( 1 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) are sufficient for opening an efficient nonradiative channel, since the diffusion length of the FX is reported to be larger than 50 nm [31].
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APPENDIX A: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE RADIATIVE LIFETIME OF THE STACKING-FAULT EXCITON

For evaluating the temperature \( T \) dependence of the radiative lifetime of excitons confined in an \( I_1 \) BSF in the presence of potential fluctuations, we follow the procedure established by Citrin [48]. The areal density of localized states in the BSF is denoted by \( N_0 \). The distributions of localized \((N_{\text{loc}})\) and free excitons \((N_{\text{fr}})\) with radiative decay rates \( \Gamma_{\text{loc}} \) and \( \Gamma_{\text{fr}} \), respectively, are supposed to be in thermal equilibrium. The radiative decay rate \( \Gamma_{\text{BSF}} \) for the thermalized population of excitons confined to the BSF is then

\[
\Gamma_{\text{BSF}} = \frac{N_{\text{loc}} \Gamma_{\text{loc}} + N_{\text{fr}} \Gamma_{\text{fr}}}{N_{\text{loc}} + N_{\text{fr}}}.
\]

When \( T \) is high enough for \( N_{\text{loc}} \ll N_{\text{fr}} \), we obtain

\[
\tau_{\text{fr}}^{\text{BSF}} = \frac{1}{\Gamma_{\text{fr}}^{\text{BSF}}} = \frac{1}{\Gamma_{\text{fr}}} \left(1 + \frac{N_{\text{loc}} \Gamma_{\text{loc}}}{N_{\text{fr}} \Gamma_{\text{fr}}} \right)^{-1}.
\]

If \( N_{\text{loc}} \) and \( N_{\text{fr}} \) follow Boltzmann distributions, the ratio between localized and free exciton densities is given by

\[
\frac{N_{\text{loc}}}{N_{\text{fr}}} = \frac{N_0 \pi \hbar^2}{2 M k_B T} \exp \left( \frac{E_{\text{loc}}}{k_B T} \right),
\]

where \( M \) is the exciton translational mass and \( E_{\text{loc}} \) is the exciton localization energy. While \( \Gamma_{\text{loc}} \) is independent of \( T \) [43], \( \Gamma_{\text{fr}} \) decreases linearly with \( T \) [45]:

\[
\Gamma_{\text{fr}} = \frac{2 E_1}{3 k_B T} e^2 f_{\text{osc}} \frac{\hbar}{4 \pi e n \hbar} n.
\]

where \( m_0 \) is the electron mass, \( e \) the velocity of light, \( n \) the optical index, \( e \) the elementary charge, \( f_{\text{osc}} \) the oscillator strength of the free exciton, and \( E_1 \) the exciton kinetic energy above which free excitons are dark.

Combining Eqs. (A1)–(A4), the radiative lifetime of the exciton bound to the BSF becomes \( \tau_{\text{fr}}^{\text{BSF}} = A T \), where \( A \) is given by Eq. (4).

APPENDIX B: RADIATIVE LIFETIME OF THE STACKING-FAULT EXCITON WITH VARYING NANOWIRE MORPHOLOGY AND STACKING-FAULT DENSITY

This Appendix is intended to demonstrate that our conclusions are independent of the nanowire morphology and BSF.
FIG. 5. (Color online) Top-view scanning electron micrographs of samples (a) A, (b) B, and (c) C. (d) PL spectra at 10 K for samples A, B, and C. The spectra are vertically shifted for clarity. R is the ratio of the integrated intensities of the \((I_1,X)\) transition and the sum of the \((D^0,X)\) and FX transitions. (e) Decay time of the \((I_1,X)\) band as a function of \(T\) for samples A, B, and C.

density. Figures 5(a)–5(c) show top-view scanning electron micrographs of samples A, B, and C which were grown at substrate temperatures of 835, 875, and 905 °C, respectively (sample B is the nanowire ensemble sample studied in the main text). Sample A has the smallest average diameter and coalescence degree. Sample C has an unusual, anisotropic morphology due to the fact that it was not rotated during growth. At the same time, the dimensions of the nanostructures in Fig. 5(c) are clearly larger than those of the nanowires in sample B.

Figure 5(d) displays the low-temperature (10 K) PL spectra of these three nanowire ensembles. With increasing growth temperature, the donor-bound exciton line becomes narrower: the \((D^0,X)\) transition has a linewidth of 1 meV for sample A, but 0.6 meV for samples B and C. Simultaneously, the higher the growth temperature, the stronger is the band related to the \(I_1\) basal-plane stacking faults (BSF). The figure also shows the ratio \(R\) between the integrated intensities of the \((I_1,X)\) and the sum of the \((D^0,X)\) and FX transitions. This ratio increases by a factor of 20 between samples A and C.

Figure 5(e) shows the decay times measured for samples A to C at temperatures between 10 and 140 K. Despite the different growth conditions and the resulting different morphologies and BSF densities, all samples exhibit a very similar dependence of the decay time with temperature. In particular, all samples are characterized by purely radiative recombination between 10 and 60 K and a similar slope for the increase of \(\tau_{BSF}\) with temperature. The conclusions drawn from these experiments would thus be the same, regardless of the sample.